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OUR IDEAS AND INTENTIONS

• Tackle climate change by contributing to the change in mobility

• Strengthen Global Citizenship Education

• Improve language skills of the participants
OUR IDEAS AND INTENTIONS

- Tackle climate change by contributing to the change in mobility
- Strengthen Global Citizenship Education
- Improve language skills of the participants

- Create enthusiasm
- Acquire knowledge
- Spread our ideas
- Show ways to participate
- Affect local politics

- Cultural exchange
- Learn to understand
- Dismantling of prejudices
- Experience Europe as one

- English as working language
- Students needing additional support
OUR PROJECT STEPS

1. Getting in touch exchange of project ideas writing an application
2. Preparation of the content & planning of the meetings
3. Implementation of the meetings
4. Evaluation and spreading our results
ABOUT THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

IES EL Palmeral Vea, Spain
secondary school experienced in Erasmus+ projects

Pascal-Gymnasium Grevenbroich, Germany
secondary school Erasmus+ newcomer

Copyright GoogleEarth
PREPARING THE MEETINGS

How did we get our project started?

- Questionnaire: Mobility at our school
- Finding students
- Planing of the activities
- Getting into touch in advance
- Make arrangements about finances and organization
MEETING IN GREVENBROICH GERMANY

- Poster workshop on sustainable mobility
- Welcome to Grevenbroich and getting to know each other
- Cultural and social activities
- Celebrating the “European mobility week”
- Discussion about sustainable mobility at the regional parliament
- Presentation of our posters & award ceremony “Schulradeln“
- Activities by bike
- Action day, "car free to school"
MEETING IN VERA SPAIN

- Welcome to Spain, Vera and IES El Palmeral
- Survey about mobility
- Hiking and Orientation in the mountains
- Visiting the UNESCO cultural heritage Alhambra in Granada
- Road safety workshop with the police
- Trip to the Eco-village Los Molinos del Río Aguas
- Bike excursion to visit Phoenician ruins
EVALUATION AND FOLLOW UP

• Online self-evaluation at the end of the meetings
• Evaluation interviews
• Share documents and pictures online
• Continuous reporting to the school management
• Survey about sustainable mobility at the end of the project
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENDENCE
I WOULD BE PLEASED TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS
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